THE TIMELESS TRUTHS OF LOVE
The greatest challenge facing mankind throughout the history of our
world as we know it, is defining love,that is, God's love by man's love, in
a world which is created by laws for our flesh. The world in this case are
the things man creates in his societies to sustain and live orderly therein.
The term law for this documents means, laws created by man that he
incorporates into his society to structure them for progress, orderly
movement, and protection of those in that society. These include laws
that were given to mankind by God through Moses, and Christ Jesus, the
Old Law for and example given to the society of the Jews as the nation of
Israel.
Isaiah 55:8 For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your
ways my ways, says Yahweh.
Isaiah 55:9 For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my
ways higher than your ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts.
When we speak of the subject of love we must define it by a condition,
this means the condition of human love, and God's love as a condition,
God is also called love, so then when we think of love as humans we
think according to our own condition of love, not necessary God's
condition of love . Whereas, God is love, this means He is the condition
of love, whereas we humans love in the condition of law. These two
condition overlap at times, however, and most often they collide creating
an incongruous view of God's love.
We might explain this, in this manner, which is lacking, but helpful, fish
live in a condition, which is water, while birds live in a condition of the
air, both are living souls, both survive in their condition comfortably, at
times a fish may jump out of the water, and a bird may swim in and
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under the water at times. Where these two condition overlap, both
species do fine, but if they try to live fully in the others condition they
die. It good condition for one specie becomes a hostile unnatural
environment for the other specie, creating suffering and eventually
death.
Mankind finds themselves in a world hostile to God's condition, which is
love, at times people show love, in family, friends, and others within
human society, but it is not the “natural condition” of their environment.
Thus, trying too explain God's love, or God is love, by the laws of human
condition gives the human race as distorted and incongruous picture of
God's love. We have all set and watched birds floating with easy upon the
invisible air we breathed, and imagine the freedom we would experience
if we could fly. For a moment we can taste the feeling of flying, we can
identify with the freedom of flight.
But our real condition defies the laws of flying, we can build wonderful
flying machines and thrill at the sight of man flying, but we will never be
one with the air as birds are with their natural condition they were
created for. We can write books, and create fancy, but we will never fly
as birds do in complete trust within their condition.
Mankind was created to live in the condition of love, God created man in
love, and the one law placed over him was love. Now this thought is hard
to explain by law, we can try to think of living in love, but in order for us
to define love we do so by our own condition of sin and law. The two
condition overlap at times, as previously discussed, but most often they
collide, creating a distorted understanding of God's love for mankind.
When we say love is God's condition, we mean, all that God is, is love,
the love God has as the condition, is incorruptible, simply put, it cannot
be corrupted as human law corrupt our own love for each other and God,
in other words, nothing God does or creates will be below the standard
of love, which is Him, the condition of love. God is not struggling in love
as we do as humans, that is, He is not suffering to maintain love, he is
love.
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This condition of love is what God calls perfect, but why? All life comes
from God's condition of love, in other words, love is the soil of life, no
lasting life exist outside this soil of God's condition of love, for God is
life, and He is love. For human to come into this condition of life they
must do so by faith.
Faith, for this document may be defined as the a pure form of love for
God? Human also put faith in those they love, and it produce good things
for their relationship. But this lesser faith from the human condition
does not produce life, where as faith in God is the door to life. It is the
path we project into the spiritual world to be in the condition of God's
love, which is God. Life for us human comes from faith in God and Son
Christ Jesus, without faith we cannot know the condition of God's love.
Love or the condition of love does not have fear of judgment, love is
complete acceptance in trust for he person giving it, it is also freedom of
judgments by the laws of sin. Here is where the condition of mankind,
and the condition of God's love collides. Mankind's love is given on merit,
that is according to the laws of the flesh, all in mankind's world is hostile
to love, love is saved for some, and doled others in measure when a
person earns our love.
Love is then based on performance according to the rules of our society,
this love is a far less love than Gods condition of love. We simply cannot
understand God's love by merit of works of law, it is as hopeless as fish
changing into a bird, the two condition are incoherent to each other.
Here is another example, God condition of love, is “present” now and
also “perfect”, this mean it is not past, and imperfect, God lives in life,
so He is always in the present, He does not doll out life by merit he gives
it because of He love in abundances. The condition of perfect present
never changes towards mankind's by how many good works they do for
God or fellowman, it is a gift of God's condition which is love. If then we
are in God's favor we are in life, and we are loved, these two being
connected by our faith.
John 11:25 Jesus said to her, "I am the resurrection and the life. He
who believes in me will still live, even if he dies.
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This means the love of God is not given to us at some future point in our
faith or when we are good enough as some religions teaches, it is now,
present perfect, because we are in faith, we are in life. God's love is
also timeless, love does not exist in fear and anxious care, those under
the laws of the flesh do live in fear, and anxious care because they live
according to merit they earn by performance to prove themselves worthy
of someones love. This creates future time tables of judgment whereas
God's love does not. We come out of this condition of merit when they
put faith in, a pure form of love and trust, in God acceptance of us.
Romans 3:19 Now we know that whatever things the law says, it
speaks to those who are under the law, that every mouth may be
closed, and all the world may be brought under the judgment of God.
John 5:24 "Most certainly I tell you, he who hears my word, and
believes him who sent me, has eternal life, and doesn't come into
judgment, but has passed out of death into life.
Love also is timeless, there is no time in love, all in the condition of sins
laws, or the laws of our flesh, is driven by time, we must meet time on
every level of our lives, time to the flesh is most important in being
successful in it wants in this world. God condition of love, is without
time as we know it in our own world, and this is why God is called the
God of the living and not the dead.
Human thought here collide with God's love, by taking doctrine from the
bible and define by the laws of the flesh, as to when and where people
come back to life according to time tables of the resurrections.
John 6:57 As the living Father sent me, and I live because of the
Father; so he who feeds on me, he will also live because of me.
Mark 12:27 He is not the God of the dead, but of the living. You are
therefore badly mistaken."
Laws of the flesh can no more define the condition of death than it can
the condition of God's love and life. What laws of the flesh do instead is
create fear, and distrust for the condition God's of love.
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The condition death does not exist in God's condition of love. When we
are found in God's love we are alive, this is why Jesus said that God is a
God of the living and not the dead, death does not exist in incorruptible
love. Christ often used the term sleeping and not death, when a person
sleeps, they are still alive, they must awake, when the body rest enough
to come into full life, where it may function in full health.
The condition of sins law does not allow for trust in sleeping in death,
where God's own love awakening us into full life and His condition of
love. Law holds out the fear of punishment, where punishment is found
there is death, it is not love free from judgments. So man imagines they
have to do something, or there is something in their life undone by good
works performed to gain life with God. In other words, for me to trust
that God will bring me out of death's sleep, I must do this or that, which
is never enough good guaranteeing that He will, so I will compare my
works with others, in this way, I can at least rested assured I am not as
bad as that Christian, which in human laws of sin, gives me a better
chances of God resurrecting me.
But God does not have that fear, he exist in the condition of love, where
darkness and fear does not reside, were a simply act of faith removes a
person sins, where there is not, past, or future, but perfect presents
living in life without time as we know it by our faith.
The condition man lives in will not allow himself to believe faith can
provide such a thing for them, it is seen as weak and foolish as God's love
also is to them. But in our own world life happens each, and every day, a
child is born into the world with the gift of life, the gift was given too
him by his parents, it was not earned, nor did the child wished upon it,
no it was a gift, nor did the child buy it, and paid for by good works. It
was given as undeserved gift, which included none of his own will making
the gift happen. This same child may be made to earn his parents love
throughout his whole life, but he can never earn
1:17 Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above, coming
down from the Father of lights, with whom can be no variation, nor
turning shadow.
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the right to live from his parent, he has life, it was given too the child
not by his own will but the will of the parents. Rather his parent love him
or not, he has life as a gift, an irrevocable gift from his parents.
The condition of love, that which is God, controls the Spirit world, all
within the Spirit world have life, they are not earning life, they have it
because they exist in God's love, thus, love cannot be earned from God,
it is given as freely as the gift as life is given. Because God's condition is
love, we may chose to reject the condition, but condition does not reject
us, as life or the gift of life. We may chose to destroy the gift of life we
have, and we can turn away from God's love, but we do not earn either,
both are gifts given freely without laws of the flesh producing fear of
judgment.
The condition of God's love does not know any of the sins of our fallen
flesh, love is not set upon how will the flesh can obey a certain rule, the
law of the flesh do not exist in love, there are no laws against love, in
other words, there are no rules of death that restricts love in producing
life. Love is a condition, or the soil which everything produced in it
grows into the fruits of life. Judgment, on the other hand, requires laws,
and punishment, which cause fear, fear of death, or punishment, but in
love there is no fear of punishment.
1 John 4:18 There is no fear in love; but perfect love casts out fear,
because fear has punishment. He who fears is not made perfect in
love.
Gal.5:22 But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience,
kindness, goodness, faith,{or, faithfulness}
5:23 gentleness, and self-control. Against such things there is no
law.
This is why faith removes our sins, that is, faith in Christ Jesus, Jesus is
life, Jesus is also the law of love, where a man paralyzed can be healed
with a mere act of faith, where Jesus says with certainty your sins have
been forgiven. The mans faith gave him life, the mans' faith put him into
the condition of love, in this condition of God, he was sinless,
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God healed his condition caused by sin passed on too human from Adam
and Eve.
Matthew 9:2 Behold, they brought to him a man who was paralyzed,
lying on a bed. Jesus, seeing their faith, said to the paralytic, "Son,
cheer up! Your sins are forgiven you."
This man entered into the perfect present of love, by His faith, he
touched life, He touched God's love for him. All in our world is hostile to
faith, and love corrupting us into a life of distrust for a person love,
sometimes a person can become so corrupted they will never trust
anyone to love them, let alone God. Some on the other hand, live in a
fancy world believing only in perfect love, believing this is an action from
imperfect humans, thus demanding their idea of perfect loves. They set
up rules and laws, and when they are not meant by the person they
reject the person for not loving them, thus, giving them an excuse to
move onto another fancy.
Their idea of love is so called “unconditional love” from human under
condition of sins law, which means acceptance of all their weakness, and
bad habits, but this in not God's condition of love.
This type of love is ultimately the most selfish love a person can have, it
is based on a double negative, and it gives nothing and until it gets,
Setting up standards so high that no human could ever meet them,
moreover, it is a unforgiving love, and provides nothing that takes away
from its own needs and wants, it rather demands love, and perfection
something the person themselves cannot meet, or a standard they will
not selfishly be held too.
Where human demand unconditional love without giving it, it becomes
cruel and distorted love the same love Satan the Devil had for himself, in
demanding God's unconditional love, so he could live in the selfish lust
for power and control over the human race.
Many humans view God's love in this manner, and that is why those loving
law feel very uncomfortable in believing in God's love, with out merit.
But neither of these extremes defines God's condition of love.
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Where we humans knows rules must be incorporated into our love, so
love does not become abusive, or used to harm others. But at the same
time, let us not fall into defining the condition of air by the laws of the
water, nor defining God's love by the condition of human love, where we
must struggle in a constant state of loving, God lives in a constant of
loving it is His only condition. Where a fish could never fly without a
struggle, nor a bird swim with out a struggle, thus, defining the
condition of both by the struggle by the other only confuses the issue of
living naturally in the condition.
The condition of Love is positive working good towards all, it does not
look for its own interest. And it does not have the motive of self, what
does this mean, love the condition God lives in does good always, it
never does bad towards the eternal lives of others. In other words, God
love is not destructive towards life, where mans ways are, in all of his
ways are destructive towards life, that is, they cannot give life eternal,
nor sustain it by mans lesser love.
Here again the two condition collide, mankind live in their own condition
of sin and death, from this soil springs all sorts of evil, which is hurtful to
themselves and others, including their understanding of love.
Mankind's love is not given “freely”, mankind cannot give it freely
without a condition of gain attached to it for themselves. So eternal life
cannot exist because the very condition of eternal life gives freely in
love, this is why love given freely does not created judgment, towards
others for not meeting the standards of love, love only produces life, and
not death, which is the condition of eternal life.
Defining death for this document means death coming by from sin, that
is, sin is the condition defining death, life does not come from the
condition of sin, so all thoughts, and efforts from sin produces death.
This does not mean that sinful people having the condition of death
cannot help others in extending their lives by good works, but their
efforts will not produce the condition of love required for eternal life.
So man's love in a sinful condition which cannot be given freely, even if is
stated otherwise too us, if the person receiving it does not perform
something for the gift it will be taken away.
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Because it is not the condition of the person, it is a law defining what
love should do or not do by humans in the condition of sin, thus, love is
defined by human from a negative condition of sins law.
This type (laws love) obligates the receiver of it too a life of guilt always
worrying if they have done enough good to show respect for the gift of
love. Moreover, when we hear of God's love, we cannot think outside of
the condition of sin, thus unwittingly, imputing sin, to God, and evil,
instead of seeing love from His condition of love.
But God's love does not rest in guilt, or it is past found in death of sin,
God's love is right now present and perfect. Thus, God's love provides us
with a guilt offering, so we may rest in His love. In other words, we have
two incongruous condition, which deceives us. Because love is one of our
strongest emotions, in which we related our most valuable things too in
this life, it is then in real terms the food of our life, that is, where all
efforts we do, or are done for, will be to gain love. Rather we thinks so,
or not, we human want acceptance, we may called it by whatever name
we wish, but by God's condition love, He calls our need love, in which, is
really a need for life, in which we were created. This lack life/love
because of our sinful condition spring all kinds lust of the flesh for,
power, pleasure, material things, and so on, we use too gain respect, and
admiration from fellow human being, all this coming from a lack of love
Psalms 4:2 You sons of men, how long shall my glory be turned into
dishonor? Will you love vanity, and seek after falsehood? Selah.
But God's love is void of all the lust of the sinful flesh, God's love does
not experience the need to be loved, nor the need for power, or the need
to have more to gain respect, it is a condition where sin and the works of
the flesh do not exist where peace is the condition in total security of
God's love. God's love is the harmony of life, there is not a want, it is
much like life in body members enjoying the gifts of life of the body, a
finger does not long for upward movement in the body, no! It was
created in love for a purpose, and lives perfectly in the present condition
within a healthy whole body.
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It is hard for us human understand this, but we can in a moment of our
human love for family, or perhaps a friend what it is like to be accepted
as we are.
Psalms 85:10 Mercy and truth meet together. Righteousness and
peace have kissed each other.
Some will contend that there would be no growth in this condition for
humans, but again they are thinking from the condition of sins love,
founded in the soil pain and growth. However, loves condition produces
nothing, but good for others, in rich ,and righteous fruits of life, a
mature tree does not wring it hands trying to produce good fruit that is it
purpose and what it was created for, to give something good to others for
the delight of life, in sweet, and wonderful goodness.
Psalms 65:4 Blessed is one whom you choose, and cause to come
near, that he may live in your courts. We will be filled with the
goodness of your house, your holy temple.
We cannot compare the two condition, where the condition of love in
human is a constant struggle, and where the condition of God is first and
always love, thus, in this condition of love, love and good is effortless, it
is not a matter of building character in order to gain a certain godly
quality, it is the quality of life the person breathes like air as part of the
condition. This is why we are told in the bible that God's peace excels all
thought or human knowledge. The condition of love is void of human
thought as we know them living under the laws of sin. In other words,
anxious care, and fear are created by our knowledge of good and evil, it
is in these judgments we make about life that causes us our own
judgments. If we could stop judging at this moment, we would have no
fear of judgment, and live in peace of life, right now, in this second, and
find goodness and love. But because of our condition of sin, we cannot
stop judging.
Ephesians 5:9 for the fruit of the Spirit is in all goodness and
righteousness and truth.
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Many Christians have erroneous believed that building character gives
them a better position with God, and/or in heaven a higher standing as it
were, but this does not explain why some Christians died within days or
hours after accepting Jesus Christ, and they received as much life as a
Christian suffering all the days of a long life? Life is a gift according to
the condition of love, whereas, respect in life is earned through struggles
in the condition of sin, which makes one believe that next life must be
earned in this life, when the truth is, life can only be gotten in the next
by resting in God's love. The two condition are once again incompatible
they collide, one cannot understand, in the condition of sins love, who
God is, and that all growth comes by way of love as gifts, these gifts of
God's love are given freely, they cannot be earned, by our struggles, our
struggles are only proof or our love for God.
We allow God to becomes King and we rest in Him, that is, we rest in His
love, know we are created for a purposes, and God's love has placed us in
our purpose so we abundantly produce good fruits of life for others. In
other words, our purpose and life eternal are one, they coexist as one in
goodness and life of the other, one add to the other.
Within our own physical bodies we have the understanding of this type of
life in God's condition of love, which is, we have many parts to our body
some seen, and some not seen, but all exist for the purpose of life of the
body, where the body has a purpose in this life, the whole body works for
the one purpose.
1 Corinthians 12:12 For as the body is one, and has many members,
and all the members of the body, being many, are one body; so also
is Christ.
1 Corinthians 12:13 For in one Spirit we were all baptized into one
body, whether Jews or Greeks, whether bond or free; and were all
given to drink into one Spirit.
1 Corinthians 12:14 For the body is not one member, but many.
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Love then is the condition all things of life springs from, so the eternal
things of the spirit are nourished and feed in love, there is no higher
place a person can ascend too but love. However, as stated within this
document, the two condition of love are incompatible accept where they
overlap each other, it is almost impossible for human to relate in any
sense of the word to the condition God's of love in which He lives and
creates from. Thus in real terms it is a great chasm that exist between
the two condition, where one cannot cross over to the other in our sinful
flesh. So we can say without a doubt we have a distorted view of God's
love, subsequently, we swing from excusing of our loose conduct in our
flesh, to standing on a principle we call love, and punishes others with
our principle.
within our own earth we have areas that are hostile to growth of life,
and other areas where life flourish in abundance; desert where plant life
adapts to the hostile environment, but when moved into an environment
such as a rain Forrest where life cannot be contained, they die. Mankind
cannot live in God's condition of love, where life flourish and fruits of the
Spirit are flood gates of living waters, it kills them, the two condition of
sins law and God's love are incompatible, they do not mix, although we
need the condition of God perfect love to have eternal life, when given
to us in our hostile condition of sin it kills us.
Rom.3:10 As it is written, "There is no one righteous; no, not one.
3:11 There is no one who understands. There is no one who seeks
after God.
3:12 They have all turned aside. They have together become
unprofitable. There is no one who does good, no, not, so much as
one."{Psalms 14:1-3; 53:1-3; Ecclesiastes 7:20}
3:13 "Their throat is an open tomb. With their tongues they have
used deceit."{Psalm 5:9} "The poison of vipers is under their
lips;"{Psalm 140:3}
3:14 "Whose mouth is full of cursing and bitterness."{Psalm 10:7}
Where Adam and Eve flourished in the garden of God's condition of love,
we cannot enter into without the flaming sword of death being used on
us, we have been barred from entering into the garden of God's love.
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The two condition are hostile towards each other, one condition must kill
the other for the other to live.
Galatians 5:17 For the flesh lusts against the Spirit, and the Spirit
against the flesh; and these are contrary to one another, that you
may not do the things that you desire.
God calls this a war, a war between the things of the human condition
their sinful flesh and the spirit, within each of us exist this war, which is
itself an unnatural condition where nether condition defines the truths of
life, we have godly righteousness, but at the same time exist evil, we
cannot as it were withdraw our hand from either we must go through life
with both. Some humans live more towards the righteousness, and do
less evil, while other live more towards the evil and do less
righteousness, but all have the capacity for both. But in our own
righteousness, it is never God condition of love and righteousness where
eternal life flow from God's love, nor is our evil the way God define evil.
We then are like shadows of light always changing from good to evil
battling within ourselves in a hostile environment outside of the paradise
garden of God's love. In this condition out side of God's garden of love
we humans have defined a great multitude of laws from a hearts having
both good and evil in them to justify or condemn our conduct. Societies
of the human race have codified these ideas, or laws into institution of
laws through legislative bodies to define the conduct of human behavior.
Once again many of the concept overlap into God's righteous laws, but
again the two condition of Law collide when lay upon each one other
making them incongruous.
Most of us see God judgments by mankind laws through their court
system, but two don't mix's, nor do they serve the same purposes. For us
to understand the system of any country, that is, to understand how it
function as a whole one must understand it's laws. So a study of the laws
will help a person understand the working of all parts of country , how
they are all interrelated because of the law. If a person wants to be
successful in business they must understand the foundation of the
country which is its laws. Sadly for must of us it is the study of law that
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holds little interest for us, and yet everything in our lives are control by
the condition of sins laws. (Sins law defined for this document is laws
governing sinful flesh, God's laws, mankind's laws, church laws, and so
on, the fully scope of laws of our earth in all societies throughout the
history of mankind.)
For Christians it is absolutely that greatest part of their faith to have a
understanding of God's laws and there purposes, but (caveat) and they
must do so form God's point of view, and not the view of lesser laws, sins
laws from doctrines defining God's laws.
God defines the condition of “everlasting life in love”, by His righteous
law. Without this understanding we are set in a deserts of laws that
drive us into judgment of ourselves and others. God did not give Moses
the Law so that everlasting life could be obtain through it, no! He gave
the law, so we might accept His means of salvation for everlasting life in
Jesus Christ.
Most Christians get this 180 degrees backwards, they struggle in their
hostile condition of sin trying to meet a law, or sins laws they could never
meet in a thousand life times according to God. They are condemned by
the sin in them which the law point out, or exposes, nothing more, they
are convicted by law, and it gives them the penalty of law, which is
death. So is the law good, yes! In fact is it is perfect, and it is righteous,
yes! The question is can a fish breathe the air of a bird, no!
Does that make the air bad/evil, or does it make the air unrighteous
because a fish cannot live in it? We cannot live in the air of righteous
law defining for us what perfect life eternal is. Our condition of sin
prevents us from crossing over this great chasm existing between the
two conditions of love.
John 14:17 the Spirit of truth, whom the world can't receive; for it
doesn't see him, neither knows him. You know him, for he lives with
you, and will be in you.
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Here we find the deception of the law for most Christians, human under
the laws of sin believe if something is good and helpful for people than it
is God's standards, and it must be good, but is or not? The air the birds
breathe and fly in is wonderful for a whole host of life on our earth, but
it is hostile towards other life. One condition laws cannot define a other
condition as good or bad, both condition are truth, which have to be
defined by the law of the condition, we must remember laws are not the
condition itself, they are in fact that which define the condition.
1 John 3:2 Beloved, now we are children of God, and it is not yet
revealed what we will be. But we know that, when he is revealed, we
will be like him; for we will see him just as he is.
The condition of man at present is death, defined by laws of sin, the
rules defining the condition of sin are laws of the flesh, not the laws of
the spirit. The condition love is God, and He lives in love, He is one
“law” not many law(s), the one law defining God's condition of life is
love.
1 John 4:16 We know and have believed the love which God has for
us. God is love, and he who remains in love remains in God, and God
remains in him.
God gave man His righteous and Holy laws, defining what they would
have to do to be perfect in love and life eternal, but this was a negative
sense of love, why? 1.) because we cannot meet them perfectly in the
condition of death by sin, and 2.) love cannot be explained by sins laws,
which only defines love as to what love should or should not do. So this
is why God tells us the fulfillment of law, which is love, and what
completed it for us, which is Jesus Christ, and if we are “in Jesus Christ”
we will define our live by this law:
Romans 13:8 Owe no one anything, except to love one another; for
he who loves his neighbor has fulfilled the law.
But we cannot naturally do what God's laws demand us to do. So here is
the cruxes of the problems, God gave us laws that we cannot live up to
because of our condition of death by sin.
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We have taken those laws and deceived ourselves into believing we will
get life by them if we can keep some of them. But the two condition are
incompatible.
If a fish can jump into the air and for that few moments experience flight
and life in that flight, but it does not mean he is not condemned by the
laws of breathing air and flight. He will be if he tries to live in the air
without water continuing to fly like a bird in his condition of life.
Humans can meet some points of the law of God, but it does not mean
they are not condemned by the whole condition of eternal life which is
the law. Moreover, this is why we are told if we break one point of the
law we have sinned against all the law. Our condition of death does not
qualify us to live in the condition of eternal life, just because we love
the law, and it is our desire our feelings will not change our condition of
death, no matter how strong and sincere they may be.
Rom.7:14 For we know that the law is spiritual, but I am fleshly,
sold under sin.
7:15 For I don't know what I am doing. For I don't practice what I
desire to do; but what I hate, that I do.
God gave us the law to show us as human we are sinners, and in need of
a savorier. The law was not given to give us eternal life, we now can
judge our true condition of sin, and what it causes us, and what we must
do in order to find eternal life. Without this knowledge we could not
humble ourselves and come to God and His door back into the garden of
his love Jesus Christ.
But because most of us do not have an understanding of God's law and its
purposes, we subject ourselves to a world of guilt through organized
religion, which defines the condition of everlasting life by sins laws.
Subsequently, convoluted it yet further by mixing God's righteous law
given to Moses, and adding some of the law of love. Which gives us
sweet water mixed with salt water polluting both.
James 3:12 Can a fig tree, my brothers, yield olives, or a vine figs?
Thus no spring yields both salt water and fresh water.
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Once again these two condition being mixed are incompatible for a spirit
lead, and feed life in Jesus Christ. Laws of the flesh serve the purpose of
setting up standards of conduct that must be meant to be declared right
by according to law of the society we live in.
Laws are not positives, they are negatives, created for the purpose that
man is inclined to hurt other without them. They also have a positive in
them,which is, they protect the safety and security of others. We as
human create good and evil in us and all we create has both including
our laws, that is, law that reward, and punished us. But we are not in the
condition of eternal life where only good exist, so we have the desire,
but not the will, because of our sin, or evil, in us removes us from the
source of life God. (Evil for this document is defined as sin, God judges
all sin as evil.)
What we created in this life has both good and evil in it, in other words,
it help with life now, but sin or evil prevents it from being everlasting,
what we give to other no matter the best intention holds out both good
and evil for them. However,human define the word evil as extremely
wicked, which is used only on the most hideous of acts done by mankind.
But here again using one condition laws to define another is like mixing
oil with water they simply don't mix.
In God's condition of love, all things not producing love/life is evil, but
why? Simple put they are instead death and not life. Death to God is an
enemy, which is judged evil by His condition of love of life. Just as sin to
God is evil, because it is an enemy of everlasting life. So when we
human try to cross over in our condition of death by laws of society into
God's condition of love, we fall far short.
As human under the laws of sin, we first label a thing, and the label, or
title than becomes the thing. In other words, a man is a thief, a drunk,
and so on. No matter if the person changes the person will always be the
label. Label can also be used positively in people when earning the
label, doctor, business person, teacher, and so on, the person become the
thing. This may serve for good or evil, in that, people who are not
qualified may get away with many evils once they have the title of
respect.
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but it may also serves as a lie to other people who believe a title makes a
person better than others in society, or that one should let such ones
make decision for them in areas of their lives, such as health, law, faith
and so on.
So laws are negative they do not give life, it is the condition that gives
life, not the law, the law defines the condition of life. Moreover, laws do
not forget, they label people with good or evil titles, and they do not
forgive. By this society function, but the condition of love is 180 degrees
the opposite of this, it is light/love, which is present perfect, what is
happening now in our life at this moment, life and love cannot remember
the past or sins, or it no longer exist as life and love, and it does not
label people for life, it changes hearts and cherish and feeds the whole
person as eternal life until the individual personality changes into God's
love/life.
Eph.5:29 For no man ever hated his own flesh; but nourishes and
cherishes it, even as the Lord also does the assembly.
So mankind's condition of death must change, but we find there is a
language bearer between the two condition, one condition does not
translated in to the other condition, so from this springs all manner of
evil being done in the name of God. It much like trying to produce a lust
garden with sweet fruit trees in the desert, if the condition are not
change it cannot be done.
God changed our condition in Christ Jesus, here is an important message
for Christian's if they fail to understand the power of this statement,
they will view Christ Jesus as no more then a make believe character,
much like Santa Clause using Christ name at the end of a prayer, or
annoyingly repeating it over, and over again like a good luck charm,
which are both found in the condition of death, and not life.
The condition mankind finds himself in since Adam and Eve is outside
God's garden of love, were are in a desert of death, which only the
strongest survive by means of self-preservation. A desert where love is
experience so little that all manner of diversion are created by human to
gain respect and love from others.
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Which diversion are defined for this document as “material things”, the
things of the flesh, which give comfort and prestige and love too the
flesh. The lust for these things are to fill the whole from the lost of
spiritual connection with God. Much like searching a desert for water,
where the need has become so great that people worship ever form of
materiel things. In other words, like and illusion in hopes of finding some
water.
Their whole persona as a human being has become what they posses in
their flesh, labeling them as to the type of person they are. A person can
put on a certain brand of clothes and they become someone they are
not, they can drink a fine wine when and gain stature in their standing
with others. These are the building blocks of the sinful flesh, which are
the things it posses, or experiences in this life, the sum total of the
whole amounts of human value is based on how much it can gain in
material things or experiences with material things as to the love, and
respect, making the character obtained to in this life.
Even though we know this is a lie and confess it as such, we all live it,
and judge by these standards within our society. From this soil springs
every manner of hurtful scheme, murder, sex, lust of greed, and so on.
Sadly this is the schemes and rules most organized religion have used in
promoting their business in the name of God, where people see God's
blessings as material gain and nothing more. So they give a percentage
of their wages to get more material blessings. Where each story of
Christians faith has to have a happy ending on earth resulting in more
material blessings and gain, thus, proving God's is blessings upon them
over others.
Matt.7:20 Therefore, by their fruits you will know them.
7:21 Not everyone who says to me, 'Lord, Lord,' will enter into the
Kingdom of Heaven; but he who does the will of my Father who is in
heaven.
7:22 Many will tell me in that day, 'Lord, Lord, didn't we prophesy
in your name, in your name cast out demons, and in your name do
many mighty works?'
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7:23 Then I will tell them, 'I never knew you. Depart from me, you
who work iniquity.'
Once more the two condition are incompatible when coming to know the
life of Christ Jesus. The two collide in such violent misunderstanding of
truth and faith that many have lost their lives since the time of Christ for
teachings the pure unadulterated word of God. God's condition of love in
everlasting life was not given to mankind to build lasting lust of their
flesh in material things. Moreover, God's blessings were not to be
prostituted into a polluted waters to justify mankind lust for material
thing claiming them good or God's will, when in fact they require sin laws
to obtain them, the two are incompatible, one cannot live with the
other, darkness and light do not cohabit, nor sin and everlasting life, the
two are opposed to each other.
1John 1:6 If we say that we have fellowship with him and walk in the
darkness, we lie, and don't tell the truth.
God did not set out to redeem mankind as a collective unit or body, by
giving them a rule, and if they obey the rule as a whole then God would
be given the unit life eternal. No God set out to bring each and every
person back into the garden of his love, by His own love. All of society
throughout the history of man was created through one man Adam. God
knows that within each of us is a kingdom of thought, our thoughts can
produce a body of good and evil laws, where we choose what is best for
its kingdom.
But in that kingdom of thought which becomes our reality to a lesser or
greater degree is nothing but death, but the desire for eternal life, thus,
the desire for eternal life produces the scheme of our hearts to justify
our wicked works by God's love.
The real question is how does a person give up their rights of being king
over their life in choosing what is good and evil? It is by one way only,
which is giving up our kingdom desire, or lust of the flesh, and coming
back to God. But God will not do so on demand of punishment, or it will
fail in the condition of death. This is why the law was not enough to
bring us to life/ love.
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It is only by love, a greater more righteous love than our own, God's
love. And this is why we are told:
1Cor.13:1 If I speak with the languages of men and of angels, but
don't have love, I have become sounding brass, or a clanging cymbal.
13:2 If I have the gift of prophecy, and know all mysteries and all
knowledge; and if I have all faith, so as to remove mountains, but
don't have love, I am nothing.
13:3 If I dole out all my goods to feed the poor, and if I give my
body to be burned, but don't have love, it profits me nothing.
All lesser kingdoms of our hearts are really thieves that steal life from us,
they mislead us with good and then the evil always come out, some of us
stay with the thieves thinking the good out weighs the evil, but all if it is
death or dead works. Moreover, this is why there is but one will in the
body of Christ Jesus, by his will we humbly acknowledge our kingdom has
been put too death, and Christ kingdom has become alive in us.
So many are disillusion with the good and evil found in religion, but it is
all death and dead works, created by humans with good and evil in them.
It is not however, God and His conditions of life/love, rather it is points
that overlap confusing us that God is both evil, and good, but religions
are shadows of the light which is only good.
James 1:13 Let no man say when he is tempted, "I am tempted by
God," for God can't be tempted by evil, and he himself tempts no
one.
1:14 But each one is tempted, when he is drawn away by his own
lust, and enticed.
1:15 Then the lust, when it has conceived, bears sin; and the sin,
when it is full grown, brings forth death.
1:16 Don't be deceived, my beloved brothers.
1:17 Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above, coming
down from the Father of lights, with whom can be no variation, nor
turning shadow.
Life is a gift given at birth, the rules governing the life has to be
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compatible with the condition the life grow up in. The laws of sin are
incompatible with the law of eternal life where it must exist to prosper.
Here we have come upon the single most important piece of knowledge a
Christian must truly appreciate if they are to fine life and stay in life.
That condition of eternal life exists in heaven with God not on earth and
its darkness of death the law of righteousness only gave us a glimpse of
the light in heaven. It was this condition of love, that is, life, the life of
God's Son was transferred into our condition of death. These two
conditions were incompatible there laws conflicted with each other
colliding. Christ Jesus conquered this conflict of love/life over death/sin,
he seal the contract with God for both of them in his righteous blood,
replacing the Old Law with a new contract of love. We have all heard
these words repeat many times as Christian's, but do we understand by
the condition of love and life, if not they are but words existing in the
condition of sin and death laws?
The contract completed was the Old Law, the perfect law defining
everlasting life with God in his garden of love, which we are barred from
because of our sin past on to us by Adam. When a contract is fulfilled or
completed the power of the rules or the laws of the contract no longer
hold us in slavery under them.
Those accepting Jesus Christ are not under the contract of the Old Law,
in other words, they are set free, free from what? Sins laws, the
condition of death. The path to the new condition of life from heaven is
our belief in it.
Thus, when we confess in our hearts Jesus Christ, we no longer have sin,
but why? Because we are in the new condition of life, which is, Jesus
Christ where the law has no power or authority over, it was completed by
Christ Jesus. In the simplest terms possible, the law is gone, so it cannot
convict us of sin.
Because there is no law to convict us their sins, that is, We have no sins
in God's eyes. Without the condition of death or sins laws, God can now
transfer the life of Christ Jesus into our new condition that supports
eternal life, which is defined by the laws of love.
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So It is our faith,as already defined in this document as a pure form of
love, that we can stay in this condition of everlasting life, which in turn
putting us back into the garden of God's love.
All of this is a gift given too us by our faith, that is, our love for God in
doing such a wondrous thing for us. We cannot earn a thing more in faith
we exist in the condition of God's love, and we have the life of Christ
Jesus in us, proving our faith has saved us from death condition. This
perfect present is right now in this moment of time, it is not yet future,
waiting our faith, we have eternal life because we believe in Jesus
Christ.
Though we fine ourselves in the same war of good and evil in our sinful
flesh, we no longer are condemn by the laws of God. Our condemnation
has been removed by the loving blood of Christ Jesus. Once we are in
God's love, that is, in life, we cannot work in our flesh by doing more
good works to stay in life, no! We stay in life by our faith, resting in our
trust in God's love through the life of Christ Jesus. We have no sin
although we sin, we have no condemnation although our hearts condemn
us, we have the life of Christ in us so death to our eternal life has been
consumed by the life of Christ Jesus, we always in the perfect present of
life by resting in our faith.
We must rest in that belief, which is, faith in God love or rest day Jesus
Christ. In other words, nothing we need for this new condition of life
can be supplied too us by our old flesh under sins laws, it must be given
too us from above by the God of light having no turning of a shadow of
human sin, which is forming us by God's perfect hands in love by His
perfect condition found in the fruits of life as gifts. Thus, all things to
sustain the gift of eternal life will be given too us by God's Holy Spirit.
James 1:18 Of his own will he brought us forth by the word of truth,
that we should be a kind of first fruits of his creatures.
We are now God's workings put into the vine of Christ Jesus and the fruits
coming from that vine is rooted in the garden of God's love.
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We cannot produce anything outside of the vine but death. Thus, we can
no longer justify ourselves by the things of this world, and we cannot
build up any other foundation, but Christ Jesus.
John 15:1 "I am the true vine, and my Father is the farmer.
15:2 Every branch in me that doesn't bear fruit, he takes away.
Every branch that bears fruit, he prunes, that it may bear more
fruit.
In Christ Jesus we are gift to his life, like a new born child we were given
the gift of life freely, thus, it is irrevocable, the life given us is Christ
Jesus, because we are a part of his body or vine, but not only the gift of
life, we have also given the condition of love so the life of Christ Jesus
might mature in us into fruit bearing tree producing life for others. How
is this done? Christ Jesus translated us into the new condition of life,
and love. In other words, he takes the condition or the language of sins
laws and translates them into the law of love. In every way we are
complete in the perfect present of God, so we come to know that life
does not exist outside of Christ Jesus and the law of love.
But how do we know this? It is by this that every time we are overruled
by our own thoughts of kingship, or sin/death we die to the life of Christ
Jesus, we are killed spiritually as much as Adam and Eve were put out of
the garden of God's love. We are restored again into the garden of God's
love spiritually by Christ Jesus life in us, why? Because we have no
condemnation of sins law convicting of us as sinners or evil. Thus, this
process works daily in us until we are translated into love. It is by our
faith that allows us to under go death daily into life until our faith in
God's love is perfected in immortal and incorruptible life.
Rom. 8:35 Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? Could
oppression, or anguish, or persecution, or famine, or nakedness, or
peril, or sword?
8:36 Even as it is written, "For your sake we are killed all day
long. We were accounted as sheep for the slaughter."{Psalm 44:22}
8:37 No, in all these things, we are more than conquerors through
him who loved us.
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8:38 For I am persuaded, that neither death, nor life, nor angels,
nor principalities, nor things present, nor things to come, nor
powers,
8:39 nor height, nor depth, nor any other created thing, will be
able to separate us from the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our
Lord.
We have this truth sealed in us in, that is, the life of Christ Jesus, and it
is this truth, which bears witness with our own spirit that we conquer the
world and all if laws of sin. The glory of eternal life goes to Christ Jesus
for saving his body members, every part of therein, our new life in Christ
Jesus is a gifts, which in includes our faith.
So when we think of God's love, or the condition of everlasting life, let us
do so from the positive law of love, let us put complete faith in God
through his Son Christ Jesus and actually rest in his good works. If we do
so we gain growth and good fruits, let us turn away from the sour and
bitter soil outside God garden of love, founded upon works by sin laws,
justifying ourselves by good works creating a life of competition, and
distrust.
May the undeserved kindness of Christ Jesus be with the spirit you show.
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